We analyzed detection asymmetry, using open and closed squares as target and context elements. It was found that varying density, regularity, and target eccentricity not only can modulate the amount of asymmetry, but also can produce a reversal in the direction of the asymmetry. The results suggest that the different stimuli are processed with different grains of analysis, consisting of in some cases, single elements and their properties and, in other cases, larger units of the stimulus array and more global properties. A detection task that can utilize the properties that are available with a given grain of analysis would show an advantage over a task for which the given grain of analysis is not as favorable, resulting in detection asymmetry in one direction or another.
It is often easier to detect an element A embedded in a context of elements B than vice versa. This detection asymmetry has been found in visual search tasks and in texture discrimination tasks (e.g., Beck, 1973 Beck, , 1982 Carrasco, McLean, Katz, & Frieder, 1998; Gurnsey & Browse, 1987 Julesz & Bergen, 1983; Meinecke, 1989; Rubenstein & Sagi, 1996; A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988; A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985; Williams, 1992) .
Detection asymmetries are observed with stimuli that are composed of several single elements, some of which are defined as targets. They are especially pronounced when the number of context elements is clearly larger than the number of elements that form the target. In visual search tasks (e.g., A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985) , asymmetries with a specific stimulus material increased markedly with increasing display size (i.e., with an increasing number of context elements).
The magnitude of asymmetries is rather variable, depending on the pair of stimuli used to construct the target and the context, respectively. For example, Gurnsey and Browse (1987) and A. M. Treisman and Gormican (1988) tested a large number of different pairs that produced asymmetries in all magnitudes, from zero to very pronounced.
How are asymmetries explained? The most prevailing account, proposed by A. M. Treisman (e.g., A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988) , attributes detection asymmetries to specific properties in the target element. Thus, a target element may have a specific property that is not present in the context elements (e.g., terminators), is present to a lesser quantity in the context elements (e.g., length), or deviates from a "standard" or a prototype present in the context elements (e.g., tilt, curvature). A. M. Treisman (A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988; A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985) suggested that, in all these cases, the context elements elicit less activity than does the target (because the target element has something in addition to what is present in the context element) and the detection of a highactivity element among low-activity elements is more efficient than vice versa. We term this hypothesis the moreis-better hypothesis. The assumptions underlying this hypothesis are (1) that search for a target is accomplished by a detection of a unique element and (2) that asymmetry arises when the context elements generate less activity than the target. This hypothesis is supported by findings that indicate detection asymmetry when the target element is larger than the context elements (see Gurnsey & Browse, 1989) , is longer (see A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988) , or has
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an additional subelement, such as the small line in the letter Q (see A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985) .
The more-is-better hypothesis, however, does not seem to adequately explain all cases of detection asymmetry. For example, a tilted target among vertical distractors is more easily detected than a vertical target among tilted distractors (e.g., Carrasco & Frieder, 1997; A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988 ). Yet, as was pointed out by Carrasco and Frieder, the assumption that vertical lines would generate less activity than diagonal ones, required by the more-isbetter hypothesis to account for the orientation asymmetry, is not supported by physiological and psychophysical data (e.g., the oblique effect; Appelle, 1972) .
An alternative to the more-is-better hypothesis emphasizes properties of the context and detection of discontinuity or irregularity, rather then finding the unique element in the display (e.g., Carrasco & Frieder, 1997; Carrasco et al., 1998; Sagi & Julesz, 1987) . We term this alternative hypothesis the deviation hypothesis. The assumptions underlying the deviation hypothesis are (1) that search for a target is accomplished by detection of discontinuity (i.e., a deviation from continuity or regularity) in the display and (2) that asymmetry arises when the context elements are processed more efficiently than the target, so that they can be easily perceived and grouped to allow the detection of the discontinuity of the target element. Thus, for example, Carrasco and Frieder suggested that orientation asymmetries may be due to a more efficient processing of the vertical than of the tilted lines, owing to the low threshold needed to detect vertical lines, so that the discontinuity of a tilted line among vertical ones is detected more easily than the discontinuity of a vertical line among tilted ones. The deviation hypothesis is supported by findings that show detection asymmetry when the context best allows the detection of a deviation, a discontinuity. That is, when the context is spatially regular (see Gurnsey & Browse, 1989) , is optimal for specialized cells in our visual system (e.g., vertically and horizontally oriented filters, see Foster & Ward, 1991; spatial frequency filters, Carrasco et al., 1998) , or is well known (see the familiarity effect; e.g., Meinecke, 1995 Meinecke, , 1997 Wang, Cavanagh, & Green, 1994) .
One problem with these hypotheses is that they do not take into account the possible effects of properties of the visual system, such as resolution as a function of eccentricity, and the spatial properties of the stimulus display, such as density and regularity, on detection asymmetry, although both types of properties have been found to affect detection performance. Thus, detection performance can take very different courses as a function of retinal eccentricity of target projection. A decrease in detection performance with increasing eccentricity has been found in visual search studies (e.g., Carrasco & Frieder, 1997; Carrasco et al., 1998) . In some studies with more texturelike stimuli, it has been found that detection performance increases with increasing eccentricity and then decreases (central performance drop, CPD; e.g., Gurnsey, Pearson, & Day, 1996; Joffe & Scialfa, 1995; Kehrer, 1987 Kehrer, , 1989 Meinecke & Kehrer, 1994; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998) . This latter finding suggests that, in some cases, detection performance can actually benefit from a certain decrease in resolution (e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1996; Kehrer, 1987 Kehrer, , 1989 Meinecke, 1989) . Effects of spatial properties of the stimulus array on detection performance also have been reported in the literature. Increased density has been found to improve detection performance in some cases (e.g., Nothdurft, 1985; Sagi & Julesz, 1987) , but not in others (e.g., Bacon & Egeth, 1991; Kimchi & Navon, 2000) , and spatial irregularity impairs detection (Gurnsey & Browse, 1989; Kehrer, 1987; Nothdurft, 1990 Nothdurft, , 1991 .
Detection asymmetries can also be affected by target eccentricity Meinecke, 1989; Poirier & Gurnsey, 1998; Rubenstein & Sagi, 1996) . For example, Meinecke (1989) found that the detection of an O embedded in Hs was more efficient than the detection of an H embedded in Os only when the target was projected outside the foveal area of the retina. Carrasco et al. found that a tilted line embedded in vertical lines yielded a more efficient detection than did a vertical line embedded in tilted lines and that this asymmetry increased with increasing retinal eccentricity of the target. That is, the asymmetry was coupled with a specific processing of the stimulus that depended on the specific properties of the visual system as a function of eccentricity.
Likewise, the spatial arrangement of the elements in the display also seems to have an effect on detection asymmetry. For example, Meinecke (1989) showed that increasing the distance between the elements decreased the advantage of angular context over round context in the peripheral areas, and Rubenstein and Sagi (1996) showed that the advantage of open-target-closed-context elements over closed-target-open-context elements observed in visual search tasks (e.g., A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985) did not surface in peripheral areas when the elements were arranged in a texture matrix.
These findings, showing that specific stimulus properties that are more effective for target detection under certain eccentricity and display density may not be as effective under different eccentricity and density, could be regarded just as evidence for limits to generalizations about feature detectability. But they might also serve to enlighten us about factors that determine detection performance. Therefore, in the present study, we attempted to better delineate the conditions under which detection asymmetry is manifested.
We hypothesize that the grain of analysis varies as a function of retinal eccentricity (Meinecke, 1989) and stimulus density, so that properties of single elements are likely to be best processed in the foveal area and under low density, whereas more global properties that are computed over larger sampling units may not be hindered or may even benefit from high stimulus density and increased eccentricities. Consequently, a task that can be performed on the basis of information that is best supported by a given grain of analysis is likely to show an advantage over a task for which the given grain of analysis is not favorable. This may result in detection asymmetry and, perhaps even in a reversal of asymmetry.
From this point of view, the two hypotheses mentioned above may not be incompatible. The more-is-better hypothesis, which focuses on the analysis of the properties of single elements, would account for asymmetry in the foveal area, where acuity is high enough to analyze details, and in sparse displays that are less likely to produce global properties. The deviation hypothesis, which focuses on detection of irregularities or discontinuities, would account for asymmetry in more peripheral areas or in dense displays in which larger sampling units allow a spatial integration of information.
As stimulus material, we chose open and closed elements that already had been found to produce an asymmetry in visual search tasks: It is easier to find an open element embedded in closed elements than vice versa (e.g., A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985; Williams, 1992) . The more-is-better hypothesis (A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988) attributes this asymmetrical performance to the ease of detecting the element with a unique feature in the display-the element with terminators (the open element has terminators, whereas the closed elements do not). The deviation hypothesis, on the other hand, attributes this asymmetry to the more efficient processing of the closed elements than of the open ones, which facilitates the perception of the closed background elements to reveal the discontinuity of the open element. Thus, both explanations predict better performance in the case in which closed elements form the context. This study explores the effects of the spatial properties of the stimulus and target eccentricity on detection performance.
In Experiment 1, we compared detection performance with these stimuli while varying the spatial properties of the stimulus (dense regular display vs. sparse and irregular display) and the eccentricity of the target. With our sparse irregular displays, we replicated the asymmetry reported in previous studies and predicted by the two aforementioned hypotheses but found a reversal of the asymmetry with the dense regular display. In the next experiments, we then attempted to assess the relative contribution of density and regularity to the reversal effect and to examine the effect of eccentricity under the different stimulus conditions.
EXPERIMENT 1 Dense Regular Stimuli Versus Sparse Irregular Stimuli
In this experiment, we compared detection performance with highly dense regular stimuli with detection performance with sparse irregular stimuli (similar to the ones typically used in visual search tasks) at different retinal eccentricities of the target.
Method
Participants. Eight participants (5 women and 3 men) were paid to participate in the experiment. They were 21-35 years old. All the participants in this experiment and in all the other experiments had normal or fully corrected visual acuity (visual acuity test with a Rodenstock R12 Vision Tester, test stimuli No. 112).
Apparatus. The experiment was controlled by an Atari Mega STE computer, and the stimuli were presented on an Atari SM 144 screen. The participant sat at a viewing distance of 40 cm, with the direction of gaze inclined slightly downward, and his or her head was resting on a head-and chin-rest. The participant responded to the stimuli by pressing one of the two mouse keys.
Stimuli. The stimuli are depicted in Figure 1 . The elements were open or closed squares. 1 They were constructed in an 8 3 8 pixel matrix (3.04 mm in the vertical and horizontal directions; 0.44º 3 0.44º of visual angle). The elements were black (0.05 cd/m 2 ) and the screen background was white/gray (37.5 cd/m 2 ).
In the dense regular conditions, the stimuli consisted of 35 3 7 regularly spaced elements, centered on the screen; the distance between the single elements was 1.14 mm (0.16º) in the horizontal and vertical directions. The stimulus subtended 14.52 cm (19.95º) in the horizontal direction and 2.81 cm (4.02º) in the vertical direction. The target consisted of three elements arranged vertically in a row (vertical extension: 11.40 mm, 1.63º). different positions. The stimuli in these conditions were presented for 42 msec.
In the sparse irregular conditions, the stimuli consisted of 7 3 3 elements (mean extension, 13.98 3 4.86 cm, 19.26º 3 6.93º). The mean distance between the elements was 19.76 mm (2.83º). The elements were placed with a positional jitter of 620 pixels (67.6 mm, 61.09º). The target consisted of one single element. It could appear only in the middle row of the stimulus at all positions, except the two border positions. Thus, the target could appear at five different positions, with a maximal mean eccentricity of 6.5º. The stimuli were presented for 127 msec.
Design and Procedure. The combination of stimulus array (dense regular vs. sparse irregular) and target-context pair (open-targetclosed-context vs. closed-target-open-context) formed four conditions that were presented in separate blocks. In the dense regular conditions, a target was presented three times on each of the 13 possible positions, so that there were 39 positive trials (i.e., target-present trials) and 39 negative trials (i.e., target-absent trials) in a block, presented randomly. In the sparse regular conditions, a target was presented eight times on each of the 5 possible positions, so that a block consisted of 40 positive trails and 40 negative trails, presented randomly. Two blocks of each condition were presented.
Each stimulus presentation was preceded by a question mark displayed at the center of the screen, informing the participant that the computer was ready and that he or she could generate the first or next stimulus display. This was done by simultaneously pressing both mouse keys. The computer then replaced the question mark with a fixation point presented for 700 msec, followed by the stimulus, which was presented for 42 msec (in the dense regular conditions) or for 127 msec (in the sparse irregular conditions). 2 The screen remained void until the participant responded by pressing either the left key (no target present) or the right key (target present). If the participant's response was correct, the keypress was followed by the question mark, indicating that a new trial could be initiated. When incorrect responses were made, the previous stimulus configuration was repeated for 1.5 sec to provide feedback. This was followed by the question mark. Both reaction time and accuracy were recorded.
The participants were instructed to fixate on the fixation point as closely as possible, to respond as quickly as possible, and to make as few false alarms as possible. The last point was introduced to keep false alarms at a minimum, so that a participant would give a yes response only if he or she was relatively certain that the stimulus contained a target. The purpose of this instruction was to keep individual differences in criterion as low as possible. Since the hit rate varied as a function of the retinal eccentricity of the target and since the position of the target varied randomly within a block, the participants could define their criterion only in relation to the negative trials (trials without a target). As was proposed by M. Treisman and Watts (1966; see also Neyman & Pearson, 1933) , in such an experimental situation in which the signal strength varies within the experimental condition, it makes sense to use only the false alarm rate as an instruction for the participants to place their criterion.
Two sessions were administered on 2 successive days, each session lasting about 60 min. In each session, either the two dense regular conditions or the two sparse irregular conditions were presented (two blocks of each condition, thus resulting in 156 trials per condition [dense regular] and 160 trials per condition [sparse irregular] for each participant). The sequence of the two conditions in each session and between the sessions was counterbalanced across participants. At the beginning of each session, a short practice sequence (dense regular condition, 26 trials, 1 target/position; sparse irregular condition, 20 trials, 2 targets/position) was performed, in which the relevant stimuli were presented for 141 msec. This practice sequence was followed by a (practice) block (as defined above) of each experimental condition delivered in the specific session (dense regular condition, 156 trials; sparse irregular condition, 160 trials) with the presentation time of the experimental conditions (42 or 127 msec). The data of these practice blocks and of the practice sequence were not included in the data analysis.
Results and Discussion
Data summaries and analyses are based on the participants' percentages of correct detection of the target (hits). As was mentioned earlier, we have no information about the false alarm rate as a function of the different target positions. Therefore, we decided to compute d¢ values only for the data pooled over the different target positions. In addition, reaction times were analyzed to be sure that there were no speed-accuracy tradeoffs. Note that reaction times are based on rather different amounts of trials, because detection frequencies could vary considerably between conditions. Consequently, our main interest lies on the interpretation of the hit rate. For each participant, trials in which the reaction time exceeded the mean reaction time in this block by three standard deviations were not included in the analysis. This applies to data analyses in all the experiments. Figure 2A (top row) presents the d¢ values for the four conditions. These data were submitted to a two-factor (stimulus array 3 target-context condition) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The analysis showed a significant effect of stimulus array [F (1,7 Figures 2B-2C (top row) presents the percentage of hits as a function of eccentricity of the target. A two-factor (target-context condition 3 eccentricity) repeated measures ANOVA was performed separately for the dense regular and the sparse irregular conditions. The analysis for the dense regular stimulus showed a significant effect of eccentricity on detection performance [F(12,84) 5 16.57, p , .001] and a significant interaction between target-context condition and eccentricity [F(12,84) 
Detection of an open target within closed-context elements dropped quickly with increasing eccentricity. On the other hand, performance for the closed-target-open-context condition was not best at the foveal area; rather, it in-creased with increasing eccentricity until it reached an eccentricity of about 3º, and at more eccentric positions, it started to decrease slowly. This pattern is similar to the CPD that was found with texture stimuli for which target and context lines differed in orientation (Gurnsey et al., 1996; Kehrer, 1987 Kehrer, , 1989 .
The analysis for the sparse irregular stimulus showed a significant effect of eccentricity [F(4,28) 5 5.71, p , .01], but no significant interaction between target-context condition and eccentricity [F(4,28) 5 2.14, n.s.]. For both target-context conditions, performance decreased slowly with increased eccentricity.
The pattern of results is mirrored by the reaction time data (see Figure 2A , bottom row). Analysis of the data without consideration of the eccentricity of the target showed a significant effect of target-context [F(1,7) 5 5.92, p , .05], no significant effect of stimulus array (F , 1), and a significant interaction between target-context and stimulus array [F(1, The results show clearly that the direction of the asymmetry between the two target-context conditions was reversed, depending on the spatial properties of the stimulus array and on retinal eccentricity of the target. Detection rate was higher for closed targets embedded in open elements than for open targets embedded in closed elements when the elements were arranged regularly with high density and were presented in the periphery. In contrast, open targets within the context of closed elements produced a higher detection rate than did closed targets within a context of open elements when presented in the foveal area, irrespective of the arrangement of the elements, and at any position when the arrangement was sparse and irregular. That is, when the target was presented foveally, an open target was detected more easily than a closed target. Performance with the open target decreased with increasing eccentricity of the target, presumably owing to a decrease in the resolution needed to perceive the open gap, but only with the dense regular displays was the performance decrease with eccentricity pronounced enough to reverse the asymmetry between the open and the closed targets.
In the present experiment, stimulus density, spatial regularity, and presentation time were correlated. The highly dense stimulus array was also highly regular and was pre- sented for 42 msec, whereas the sparse stimulus array both was highly irregular and was presented for 127 msec. Therefore, the results of this experiment do not allow us to assess the relative contribution of each of these factors to the reversal of asymmetry observed for the two stimulus conditions. In theory, each of these factors could have been critical for this reversal. Exposure duration may affect stimulus encoding, leading to different stimulus representations in the visual system and, thus, producing different asymmetries. Regularly arranged elements may produce a surface with certain properties that are not present in irregular stimulus arrays. Such global properties may be responsible for a reversal of the asymmetry. Similarly, differences in density also may produce different global properties that can be the cause for the switch in the direction of the asymmetry.
A further difference between the dense regular and the sparse irregular conditions is the number of elements that made up the target: In the dense conditions, the target patch consisted of three elements arranged vertically; in the sparse conditions, the target patch consisted of one single element. In principle, this could have caused the reversal in the asymmetry; one may claim, for example, that the task changed from a detection of a single target in the sparse irregular condition to a "texture" detection in the dense regular condition. In order to eliminate this confound between the spatial properties of the stimulus and the task, in the following experiments the target is always a single element.
In the following three experiments, we attempted to find out which of the mentioned factors (exposure duration, density, and regularity) are responsible for the asymmetry reversal. In Experiment 2, density was held constant at the low level; stimuli were presented for 42 msec (as were the dense stimuli in Experiment 1) and were regularity varied. In Experiment 3, density was held constant at the high level and was regularity varied; in Experiment 4, regularity was held constant, and density was varied.
EXPERIMENT 2 Low Density: The Effect of Spatial Regularity
In Experiment 2, we kept presentation time at 42 msec, held density constant at the low level, and varied the regularity of the stimulus array (see Figure 3) . If the difference between the dense regular conditions and the sparse irregular conditions observed in Experiment 1 was due only to the difference in the exposure duration of the stimuli, the pattern of results for the low-density conditions in Experiment 2 would be similar to the one for the dense condition in Experiment 1, regardless of regularity. If, on the other hand, regularity were a critical factor, the pattern of results for the irregular condition in Experiment 2 would be similar to those for the irregular condition in Experiment 1, whereas that for the regular condition would be similar to the one for the dense regular conditions in Experiment 1.
Method
Participants. Eight participants (5 women and 3 men) were paid to participate in the experiment. They were 23-40 years old.
Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that in Experiment 1. Stimuli. The stimuli in the spatially irregular conditions were identical to the stimuli in the sparse irregular conditions in Experiment 1. In the spatially regular conditions, the stimuli were identical to the stimuli in the irregular conditions, with the exception that the elements were arranged completely regularly in the matrix (see Figure 3) .
Design and Procedure. The design and procedure were identical to those of Experiment 1, with the exception that all the stimuli were presented only for 42 msec. Figure 4A (top row) presents the d¢ values for the four conditions. A two-factor (regularity 3 target-context condition) repeated measures ANOVA showed a signifi- cant effect of regularity [F(1,7) 5 20.26, p , .01] , a significant effect of target-context condition [F(1,7) 5 67.38, p , .001], and no significant interaction between regularity and target-context condition (F , 1), indicating that the detection rate for an open target within closed context elements was significantly higher than the detection rate for a closed target within open context elements in both spatial arrangements; when the elements were arranged regularly, detection performance increased in both targetcontext conditions to the same extent.
Results and Discussion
Figures 4B and 4C (top row) present the percentages of hits as a function of eccentricity of the target. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (target-context condition 3 eccentricity) was conducted separately for the two regularity conditions. The analysis for the spatially regular condition showed a significant effect of eccentricity [F(4,28) These results show that presentation time was not the critical factor in the asymmetry reversal found in Experiment 1: Under low density and spatial irregularity, an open target within closed context elements was detected better than a closed target within open context elements, even when the presentation time was only 42 msec. The level of performance in Experiment 2 was somewhat lower than that in Experiment 1, presumably owing to the shorter presentation time, but the direction of asymmetry was identical under both presentation times.
What effect did the manipulation of spatial regularity have? First of all, with spatially regular stimuli, the direction of asymmetry did not reverse, and the difference between the two target-context conditions did not diminish. This result may be taken as an indicator that spatial regularity is not the critical factor for the reversal of asymme- try. Nevertheless, introducing spatial regularity improved performance slightly, a result that is in accordance with other findings (e.g., Gurnsey & Browse, 1989; Kehrer, 1987; Nothdurft, 1990 Nothdurft, , 1991 .
In sum, spatial regularity seems to have no differential effect on the two target-context conditions in stimuli with very sparsely arranged elements. Before we can reach any conclusions concerning the role of spatial regularity in the direction of detection asymmetry, we need to examine the effects of spatial regularity for dense stimulus arrays. The next experiment was designed to examine exactly this.
EXPERIMENT 3 High Density: The Effect of Spatial Regularity
The results of Experiment 2 showed no differential effect of spatial regularity on detection asymmetry for very sparse stimulus displays. Experiment 3 was designed to find out whether regularity has a different effect on detection asymmetry for dense stimulus displays. Density was held constant at high level, presentation time was 42 msec, and regularity was varied.
In principle, it is not really possible to resolve this question, because a strong jitter cannot be realized in a dense arrangement without a positional overlap of the single elements. Nevertheless, we constructed a stimulus in which the elements were arranged at a somewhat lower density level than the one used in Experiment 1, but still higher than the one used in Experiment 2 so that it would be possible to insert a small jitter.
Method
Participants. Eight participants (6 women and 2 men) were paid to participate in the experiment. They were 21-35 years old.
Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that in Experiment 1. Stimuli. In the spatially regular conditions, the elements were stimuli in the spatially irregular conditions were identical to the stimuli in the spatially regular conditions described above, with the only exception that the elements were placed with a positional jitter of 60.38 mm (60.054º; see Figure 5 ). All other aspects of the stimuli were identical to those of Experiment 1. Design and Procedure. The design and procedure were identical to those of Experiment 2. Figure 6A (top row) presents the d¢ values for the four conditions. A two-factor (regularity 3 target-context condition) repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant effect of regularity [F (1,7) (F , 1) .
Results and Discussion
Figures 6B and 6C (top row) presents the percentage of hits as a function of eccentricity of the target. A two-factor (eccentricity 3 target-context condition) repeated measures ANOVA was performed separately for the two spatial regularity conditions. The analysis for the spatially regular condition showed a significant effect of eccentricity [F(11, 77) The ANOVA of the reaction time data (with the factors of regularity 3 target-context condition 3 eccentricity) showed the following significant results (see Figures 6A-6C , bottom row): eccentricity [F(11,77) Although in the open-target-closed-context condition, reaction times where slightly longer than in the other condition, thus mirroring the asymmetry in the percentage of hits data, this difference was not significant. The significant interaction between the three factors suggests that, as a function of regularity, the difference between the two target-context conditions takes a different course. A closer look at the data reveals that in the open-target-closed-context condition, at some ( peripheral) target positions, the reaction time is strongly prolonged, and this variation is more pronounced in the regular condition than in the irregular condition. Since the number of hits at these positions is near zero, we refrain from a further discussion of these reaction time variations.
The results of Experiment 3 indicate that spatial regularity had an effect on the detection asymmetry: In the spatial irregularity condition, the magnitude of the asymmetry was reduced. This reduction was due to a performance decrement in the closed-target-open-context condition as a function of spatial irregularity. Note, however, that in both spatial conditions (with and without jitter), the asymmetry was rather pronounced. It was observed particularly in peripheral areas. In the foveal area, performance was at ceiling in both conditions.
The CPD for the condition with open context elements, observed in Experiment 1, was not visible in this experiment. Two aspects of the data may be responsible for this failure to replicate it. First, performance was at ceiling in the foveal area. Second, in this experiment, the CPD had a reduced chance to occur, because no target was presented in the central position of the stimulus. One may assume that two other differences between Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 could be responsible for the lack of a CPD. First, it is possible that rather high density is required to produce CPD, and the density in Experiment 3 was somewhat lower than that in Experiment 1. Second, it is possible that a target consisting of more than one element is necessary (a texture target) to produce a CPD, and the target in Experiment 3 was a single element rather than a 3 3 1 array, as in Experiment 1. As for the density difference, Kehrer (1989) has shown that decreasing the density makes the CPD more pronounced. As for the difference in the target, Meinecke (1995 Meinecke ( , 1997 and Meinecke and Donk (2002) have shown that a CPD can be observed also with a target consisting of one single element.
Taken together, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that spatial regularity may have some effect on the mag- nitude of detection asymmetry, but in neither case was the effect strong enough to produce a qualitative differencenamely, a reversal in the asymmetry. Rather, the results show clearly that the detection rate of open targets within a closed context was higher than the detection rate of closed target within open context elements for low-density stimulus arrays (Experiment 2), whereas the opposite holds for high-density stimulus arrays (Experiment 3).
In the next experiment, we further examine the role of the density of the stimulus array for the reversal of the detection asymmetry.
EXPERIMENT 4 Low Versus High Density
The results of Experiments 1-3 are seen to suggest that spatial density plays an important role in the direction of detection asymmetry for open and closed elements. In Experiment 4, we held regularity constant and varied density, using two levels of density, (medium) high and (medium) low, to get more information about the effect of density on detection asymmetry.
Method
Participants. Eight participants (5 women and 3 men) were paid to participate in the experiment. They were 21-40 years old.
Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to the one in Experiment 1.
Stimuli. In the low-density conditions (see Figure 7) , the elements were regularly arranged in a 15 3 5 matrix (136.04 3 41.04 mm, 18.78º 3 5.86º). The distance between the single elements was 6.46 mm (0.93º) in the horizontal and vertical directions. The target could appear on the central row of the stimulus matrix, with equal probability on the central 11 positions. On each possible position, the target was presented three times, resulting in 132 trials per condition per participant (11 positions 3 3 [per position] 3 2 [negative trials] 3 2 blocks). In the high-density conditions, the elements were regularly arranged in a 23 3 5 matrix (145.16 3 28.88 mm, 19.95º 3  4.13º) . The distance between the single elements was 3.42 mm (0.49º) in the horizontal and vertical directions. The target could appear on the central row of the stimulus matrix, with equal probability on the central 17 positions. On each possible position, the target was presented twice (136 trials per condition). All other aspects of the stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 1. Note that the low density in this experiment was somewhat higher than the low density in Experiments 1 and 2 and that the high density was somewhat lower than the high density in Experiments 1 and 3. We chose these two intermediate densities to fill the gap between the already tested densities in Experiments 1, 2, and 3.
Design and Procedure. The design and procedure were identical to those in Experiment 1, with the exception that all the stimuli were presented for 42 msec. Figure 8A (top row) presents the d¢ values for the four conditions. A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA (density 3 target-context condition) showed no significant main effect of density or of target-context condition [F , 1 and F(1,7) 5 1.18, n.s., respectively]. The interaction between density and target-context condition was significant [F(1,7) 5 9.42, p , .02]. Closed targets within open context elements were detected significantly more frequently than open targets within closed context elements for the high-density stimulus array [F(1,7) 5 5.86, p , .05], but there was no significant difference between the two target-context conditions for the low-density stimulus array (F , 1).
Results and Discussion
Figures 8B and 8C (top row) present the percentage of hits as a function of eccentricity of the target. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (eccentricity 3 target-context condition) was conducted separately for the low-and the high-density conditions. The analysis for the low density condition showed a significant effect of eccentricity [F(10,70) Reaction time results are shown in Figures 8A-8C , bottom row. Neither the density factor (F , 1) nor the targetcontext condition factor [F(1,7) 5 5.07, n.s.] was significant. The interaction between these two factors was significant [F(1,7) 5 6.73, p , .05 ]. This significant interaction was due to a significant difference in reaction times between the two target-context conditions in the lowdensity condition [F(1,7) 5 9.92, p , .02 ]. An analysis of the eccentricity data for each density condition separately revealed only a significant effect of position in both density conditions [F(16,112) These results suggest that density may be a critical factor in the asymmetry reversal. The asymmetry that was observed for the high-density condition in Experiments 1 and 3-namely, that a closed target within an open context was detected more frequently than an open target within a closed context-was replicated in the present experiment for the high-density condition, but it disappeared when the density was reduced (i.e., in the low-density condition) and even was reversed in the reaction time data. Granted that the density used in the present experiment for the low-density condition was higher than the density for the low-density condition in Experiments 1 and 2, one could assume that reducing the density in the low-density condition even more in the present experiment would result in a reversal in detection asymmetry in the direction observed in Experiment 1 in the detection frequency data, too.
The difference between the direction of the asymmetry in foveal and in peripheral areas that was observed very clearly in Experiment 1 for the high-density condition was not as clearly observed in the present experiment. Presumably, performance in the present experiment was at ceiling in the foveal area, thus hiding an advantage of the opentarget-closed-context condition over the closed-targetopen-context condition.
GENERAL DISCUSSIO N
An asymmetry in detection performance has been reported in the literature when stimuli are constructed with open and closed target and context elements (e.g., A. M. Treisman & Souther, 1985; Williams, 1992) : It is easier to find an open element embedded in closed elements than to find a closed element embedded in open elements. In our experiments, this finding was replicated, but a reversal of the direction of this asymmetry was also observed.
Several factors were varied in our experiments, including the density of the elements, the spatial jitter of the elements, and the retinal eccentricity of the target position. In order to discuss the results of all the experiments together, we ordered the different conditions of the experiments according to the following logic (see Figure 9 ): In a first step, the conditions were arranged according to their degree of density; if two conditions had the same density (as, e.g., in Experiment 3), the factor of jitter determined their order; if two conditions were identical with respect to density and jitter (Experiments 1 and 2), they were ordered according to their presentation duration.
Although the results stem from different experiments, a clear pattern seems to emerge, which can be described as follows. (1) There was no systematic effect of density on the detection of a closed target within open context elements. Only introducing a spatial irregularity ( jitter) led to a performance decrement (Condition 2 vs. Condition 3; Condition 6 vs. Condition 7). (2) There was a systematic effect of density on the detection of an open target within closed context elements. Detection was very efficient with sparse stimulus arrays, significantly better than the detection of closed target within open context elements, thus producing the asymmetry reported in the literature. Performance decreased as the density of the stimulus increased, so that with dense stimulus arrays it was significantly poorer than the detection of closed target within open context elements, producing a reversal in the direction of the asymmetry. Introducing spatial irregularity ( jitter) impaired performance in the sparse arrangement (Condition 6 vs. Condition 7). Prolonging the display duration increased performance in both conditions. The pattern of results regarding eccentricity can be summarized as follows. (1) For both target-context conditions, performance decreased with increasing eccentricity. But for the open-target-closed-context condition, this performance decrease with increased eccentricity occurred more strongly and more quickly as the density of the stimulus array increased, whereas for the closed-target-opencontext condition, detection performance as a function of eccentricity was hardly affected by stimulus density. (2) For both target-context conditions, performance in the foveal area was at ceiling in most situations, possibly hiding existing differences between the target-context conditions. In the most dense, regular arrangement (Experiment 1), a CPD coupled with a peripheral performance increase was observed for the closed-target-open-context condition. A hint of a similar CPD effect was also observed in Experiment 4.
These results suggest that an explanation of detection asymmetry that focuses only on stimulus properties (either of the target, as in the more-the-better hypothesis, or of the context, as in the deviation hypothesis) cannot account for detection asymmetries in different stimulus and presentation conditions. Rather, we suggest that the grain of analysis (e.g., Meinecke, 1989) , which varies as a function of stimulus density and of retinal eccentricity, interacts with stimulus content to affect detection performance. That is, depending on the grain of analysis, single elements and their properties or larger units of the stimulus array and more global properties are more readily available. Consequently, the effects of increased density and eccentricity would be detrimental for a detection that is based on single-element properties, but not for a detection that is based on more global properties. Properties of single elements, such as, for example, terminators (or a gap), are more likely to be perceived in the foveal area and with a sparse element arrangement than in the peripheral areas and with a dense element arrangement. It is known that increased density reduces the perception of the properties of single elements. This was demonstrated, for example, by Bouma (1970) , and the effect is known as lateral masking, lateral inhibition or the crowding effect (Strasburger, Harvey, & Rentschler, 1991) . It is also known that this effect increases with increasing eccentricity (e.g., De Valois & De Valois, 1988 ). Therefore, a task that involves finding a property of a single element is expected to be performed very efficiently in the foveal area and with sparse arrays but to be hindered when density and eccentricity increase. This is exactly the pattern of performance that we found for the detection of an open target within closed context elements, suggesting that the perception of detailed information-of properties of the single elements (e.g., terminators)-is critical for this detection task.
On the other hand, the perception of properties that are computed over larger units of the stimulus array (e.g., homogeneity/heterogeneity) is less likely to be hindered by dense element arrangement, and increased eccentricity does not necessarily have a detrimental effect; rather, it may even be beneficial. Indeed, several studies of texture discrimination show that increasing the density of texture stimuli can improve detection performance (e.g., Sagi & Julesz, 1987; Nothdurft, 1985) . Therefore, a detection task that involves more global properties is expected not to be affected by increased density of the stimulus array, and the effect of eccentricity is expected to be relatively small. Such a pattern of performance was observed for the detection of a closed target within open context elements: Detection with a sparse stimulus array was not as efficient as that for an open target within closed context elements, but increasing density did not hinder performance, and there was a rather slow performance decrease with increased eccentricity (and even some benefit, to a degree, from increased eccentricity; see Experiment 1). These findings suggest that detection performance in this case was based on a property that emerged from the stimulus array as a whole (e.g., heterogeneity/homogeneity). Now, if a certain detection task can be performed on the basis of properties that are best supported by the available stimulus and presentation conditions, this task will show an advantage over a task for which these conditions are not as favorable. This can result not only in detection asymmetry, but also in a reversal in the direction of the asymmetry, as was observed in Experiments 1 and 4. Thus, for example, if the detection of an open target within closed context elements can be best performed by detecting terminators or a gap, whereas the detection of a closed target within open context elements can be best performed by detecting homogeneity/heterogeneity, the former will show an advantage relative to the latter under conditions that are favorable for detecting a unique property of a single element (i.e., foveal area, sparse array) but will show a disadvantage under conditions that are not favorable for such a detection and at the same time are not harmful (and may be even beneficial) for the perception of homogeneity/ heterogeneity (i.e., peripheral area, dense array). This would result in a reversal in detection asymmetry.
The idea that different properties may mediate target detection, depending on the available stimulus and presentation conditions, is also supported by the observation made by Wolfe (1992) that properties that support parallel visual search need not be the same as the ones that support effortless texture segmentation, and vice versa. Wolfe attributed this observation to the different tasks (search for a target vs. segmentation) and suggested that when, for the same stimuli, texture segmentation is easy but search is difficult, texture segmentation may be based on a global property. It should be noted, however, that the distinction between search tasks and texture tasks in terms of the task is not so clear. Although typical search and typical texture segmentation may differ so that the former requires a search for a predefined target, whereas the latter requires that one texture be segmented from another (e.g., Julesz, 1981) , many of the studies that used tasks that are considered "texture tasks" required, in fact, detection of a target (either a single element or a group of elements; e.g., Beck, 1982; Meinecke & Kehrer, 1994; Nothdurft, 1985) , much as in a search task. Actually, a more robust difference between "texture tasks" and search tasks has to do with the spatial properties of the stimulus: The typical display for texture segmentation is dense and regular, whereas the typical display for search task is sparse and irregular. In our experiments, we used the same stimuli with the same detection task under different stimulus conditions that varied from dense and regular to sparse and irregular and showed that detection performance varies as a function of the properties of the display, suggesting that, presumably, different properties mediate detection performance under the different stimulus conditions. We suggest, then, that a detection task that can utilize the properties that are available with a given grain of analysis would show an advantage over a task for which the given grain of analysis is not as favorable, resulting in detection asymmetry in one direction or another. It is important to note that our suggestion implies that detection asymmetry is a result of an interaction between target-context properties and stimulus and presentation conditions. It does not specify, however, which specific stimulus properties are responsible for good or poor detection performance.
Our suggestion also implies that there is a grain of truth in either of the hypotheses mentioned in the introduction: the more-is-better hypothesis and the deviation hypothesis. The former, which emphasizes the specific properties of the target, is more compatible with fine-grained units of analysis that allow the detection of unique element prop-erties. The latter, which emphasizes detection of discontinuity, is more compatible with more coarse-grained units of analysis that allow the detection of discontinuity or irregularity in the stimulus array. That is, the detection of an open target within closed context elements is accomplished by a search for unique elements, as is implied by the more-is-better hypothesis. The detection of a closed target within open context elements is accomplished by the detection of irregularity in the stimulus array. Indeed, the only exception to the rather constant performance of this task across different densities was observed when irregularity was introduced into the display. Several studies have also shown that spatial irregularity can impair detection performance (e.g., Gurnsey & Browse, 1989; Kehrer, 1987; Nothdurft, 1990 Nothdurft, , 1991 .
The direction of the asymmetry is often used as a diagnostic tool for determining visual primitives (e.g., A. M. Treisman & Gormican, 1988) , but the validity of this diagnostic tool has been questioned (e.g., Carrasco et al., 1998) . Our finding that the direction of the asymmetry can be reversed as a function of stimulus density and eccentricity casts further doubt on the validity of this diagnostic tool. Yet, the finding that variations in spatial density and in eccentricity have differential effects on detection performance can be informative as to the actual size of grain of analysis that is responsible for detection performance.
2. This difference in presentation time between the dense regular and the sparse irregular conditions has historical reasons. We started this study with pilot experiments with dense regular texture-like stimuli, presented for 42 msec, and could not replicate the direction of asymmetry reported in the literature in visual search studies. We modified the stimuli and presentation conditions to resemble visual search conditions more closely. In visual search tasks, stimuli are usually presented without time limitation. But since we wanted to measure performance as a function of eccentricity, we reduced presentation time to under 150 msec, to 127 msec. This is usually short enough to prevent eye movements from occurring during stimulus presentation.
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